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What am I saying?What am I saying?What am I saying?What am I saying?

Fun Page

How much did you learn?How much did you learn?How much did you learn?How much did you learn?
The answers to all these questions can be found in theThe answers to all these questions can be found in theThe answers to all these questions can be found in theThe answers to all these questions can be found in the

newsletter...see if you can remember!newsletter...see if you can remember!newsletter...see if you can remember!newsletter...see if you can remember!

1 How long was the conger that was caught on a line at
Howth, Co. Dublin, a few years ago?

2 What type of whale did Robbie Murphy photograph
near the Beacon at Baltimore, Co. Cork?

3 Name NASA’s Mars Rover.

4 What unsafe activity did Vera the Otter do on warm
days?

5 What does the King Cobra snake form with its ribs to
make itself appear larger?

6 Name the bear that was Clare O’Leary’s constant
companion on her journy to the South Pole?

7 How much did Dr. Tommy Prawn spend on flowers for
his girlfriend?

8 What colour glitter did Dublin Zoo use to colour the
rhinos’ feed?

9 How many people will the BIM recipe for Cheesy White
Fish feed?

10 Are snakes cold-blooded or warm-blooded?

11 To which family does shamrock belong?

12 Which is bigger, the Colossal Squid or the Giant Squid?

13 What colour bill does the oystercatcher have?

14 It’s spring right now in Ireland. What season is it in
Antarctica?

15 What is Captain Cockle’s website address?

Can you think
up a caption

for this
photograph of

a pair of
lambs?

Spot the five differences!Spot the five differences!Spot the five differences!Spot the five differences!

What do you get if youWhat do you get if youWhat do you get if youWhat do you get if you
cross a snake with a pie?cross a snake with a pie?cross a snake with a pie?cross a snake with a pie?

A pie-thon.

What do you call a bear with noWhat do you call a bear with noWhat do you call a bear with noWhat do you call a bear with no
socks on?socks on?socks on?socks on?

Bare-foot.

What do you call a ponyWhat do you call a ponyWhat do you call a ponyWhat do you call a pony
with a sore throat?with a sore throat?with a sore throat?with a sore throat?

A little hoarse.

What does a well-behavedWhat does a well-behavedWhat does a well-behavedWhat does a well-behaved
lamb say to his mother?lamb say to his mother?lamb say to his mother?lamb say to his mother?

Thank ewe.

What’s brown and sticky?What’s brown and sticky?What’s brown and sticky?What’s brown and sticky?
A stick.

What did the left eye sayWhat did the left eye sayWhat did the left eye sayWhat did the left eye say
to the right eye?to the right eye?to the right eye?to the right eye?

Between me and you something smells.

What gets bigger and bigger the moreWhat gets bigger and bigger the moreWhat gets bigger and bigger the moreWhat gets bigger and bigger the more
you take away from it?you take away from it?you take away from it?you take away from it?

A hole.
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How do you make a poisonousHow do you make a poisonousHow do you make a poisonousHow do you make a poisonous
snake cry?snake cry?snake cry?snake cry?

Take away his rattle.
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Answers: (1) 4.8m (16 feet) long; (2) Fin Whale; (3) Spirit; (4) Sunbathing; (5) A
narrow hood; (6) Fredrick T Bear (Freddy); (7) 60 euro; (8) Silver & blue; (9)
Four; (10) Cold-blooded; (11) Pea & Clover; (12) Colossal Squid; (13) Orange;
(14) Autumn; (15) www.captaincockle.com.


